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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: May 26, 2018
“Accessing Healthcare”

4 attendees

 Respect guidelines (available here)
 Introductions: Names and pronouns shared; 

(No one was able to take notes during the meet-up, so these are summarized from memory)

• Different experiences with therapists/counsellors depending on ace identification

• If ace-identified and with a reasonably open-minded therapist, it's easier to self-advocate 
and shift the focus to where you want it

• If *not* self-identified as ace, it's harder to push back

• Without the language or awareness, you're more likely to internalize the therapist's view 
of the situation -- which is more likely to be pathologizing than to make room for an ace or
aro identity, even with a reasonably open-minded therapist.

• For example, one person described seeing a therapist for 5 years who increasingly 
insisted that the solution was to "find a woman." Not being ace-identified, the person just 
ended the sessions in frustration.

• One person described seeing therapists after identifying as ace -- they accepted the ace 
identification for the most part, but still tried to make space for questioning it or 
considering a sexual relationship. If the person hadn't been firmly ace-identified and 
willing to push back, even these relatively aware therapists would probably have headed 
in a "corrective" direction and possibly done harm.

• This lead to a conversation about visibility and how hard it is to learn about ace and aro 
identities in the first place (though it's getting easier -- two of four people present first 
heard about the idea offline, in an LGBTQ  context)

• We talked about flibanserin (the psychoactive drug intended to increase cis women's 
sexual desire) and the medicalization / pathologization of low sexual desire in the DSM. 
Apparently it hasn't actually been prescribed much since being approved, fortunately. 
Probably because if common negative side effects and low "effectiveness " even by its 
own standards.

• We talked about how normative expectations around sex mean that lots of unidentified 
aces will be distressed about their lack of sexual interest...but that doesn't necessarily 
mean the best approach is to try to get them interested in sex. 

• We talked about the expectation in cis straight male culture that guys are going to talk 
about sex all the time and that being a successful man means being sexually 
active...which can create loneliness and self-esteem problems for ace men, especially 
those who haven't yet identified as ace. We touched on how that dynamic affects men's 
experiences with male therapists.

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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• This lead to a conversation about incels and male anger about women setting sexual 
boundaries...and then Jordan Peterson came up, because he recently endorsed the incel
idea of "enforced monogamy" -- a way of "redistributing sex" to supposedly improve 
men's lives and make them less violent. Because apparently empowering men to force 
women to have sex with them isn't violent. This also gets into how sex is seen as a 
solution to societal problems...

• People with other marginalized experiences -- people of colour, trans people, disabled 
people, people with mental illness diagnoses -- are more likely to have asexuality and 
aromanticism pathologized and seen as by-products of their other experiences, so that 
"fixing" the asexuality or aromanticism becomes a treatment goal.  

• We talked about the perception that ace and aro folks just don't want to do the work of 
forming sexual and romantic relationships...which like, yeah? Because they're not worth 
the effort to us and we're not motivated by them. Also, ace and aro lives aren't somehow 
easier.


